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In October of 2014 Dr. Alan Eustace used a state-of-the-art Pressure Suit Assembly to
ascend to the top of the stratosphere beneath a large plastic balloon and sky dive back to
Earth. The Pressure Suit Assembly (PSA) was a key part of the overall StratEx flight system
housing the pilot, providing life support and supplying a parachute recovery system. The
PSA consists of three major subassemblies: the pressure suit, the Equipment Module (EM)
and the parachute pack. The PSA not only provided a safe environment for the pilot during
the mission, but also housed avionics and communications equipment. This paper will cover
the components of the Pressure Suit Assembly with a focus on the major components and
architecture of the life support system and the overall structure of the system which
ultimately came to be viewed as a mini spacecraft carrying a one-man crew, fully exposed, to
a part of our atmosphere completely unexplored for any substantial period of time prior to
these flights.
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Dual Helmet Regulator
Dual Suit Controller
ECLSS Human-Rating Facility
Equipment Module
degrees Fahrenheit
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one unit of Earth gravity
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Liquid Thermal Garment
meters
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miles per hour
Pressure Suit Assembly
pounds per square inch
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I. Introduction

I

N October of 2014 Dr. Alan Eustace ascended into the Stratosphere three times in a Pressure Suit Assembly
(PSA) completely isolated in his environment except for one structural link to the large plastic helium balloon
above him. His third flight took him to over 136,000 feet, the highest any person has ever ascended outside a
vehicle. After ascending on each of his flights he returned to Earth using a unique stabilizing parachute system that
allowed for stable quick descent through the initial parts of flight and slow fully steerable descent to landing through
the final phases of the flight.
A. What is the PSA?
The PSA is the collective system that carried our pilot.
This is what would generally be considered his “Space Suit
System” including all equipment necessary to keep him alive
in the harsh environments of space. More specifically the PSA
consisted of one pressure suit, one life support chest-pack and
one parachute pack. Together these three systems allow a
person to enter the stratosphere via balloon and return safely
via a high altitude skydive. Perhaps the most unique feature of
this spacesuit is its ability to operate completely independently
in the stratosphere. This part of the atmosphere is unexplored
and has never been entered outside a vehicle. Figure 1 shows
the full system suspended beneath a high altitude balloon as
Dr. Eustace ascended to the stratosphere.

Figure 1. The Pressure Suit Assembly During
Ascent

II. Pressure Suit Assembly Vision
Dr. Alan Eustace posed the question “What if humans could explore the stratosphere as safely and easily as they
do the deep ocean”. Inspired by historical persons like Jacques Cousteau, Alan envisioned not only going to the
stratosphere, but going light and exposed in a suit as opposed to a capsule or gondola. This would allow a smaller,
safer system without problematic disconnects or the weight and complication of a larger balloon needed to carry the
extra weight. The part of the stratosphere Dr. Eustace entered is too high for modern aircraft and too low for orbital
flight.

III. Pressure Suit Assembly Architecture
The Pressure Suit Assembly is comprised of three major components which are the pressure suit, equipment
module and parachute pack. At a high level the equipment module is responsible for providing life support and
electronics support to the suit while the parachute pack is responsible for physically holding the pilot during ascent,
stabilizing the pilot during freefall and providing parachutes at the appropriate time during descent. See the layout of
the three major components below in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. The PSA Physical Layout.

The parachute pack is connected to both the equipment module at the front of the system and to the pressure suit
via a parachute harness that loops around the upper-thigh of the suit and around the arms with a typical main lift
web. The parachute pack is attached to the equipment module via two clips that hold the parachute pack to the main
structural elements of the equipment module and two clips connecting the structural D-rings on the parachute pack
to the same main strut. Oxygen lines at regulated pressure, fluid lines for thermal control and electronics signals pass
from the equipment module to the pressure suit. Ultimately the whole PSA is attached to the balloon during ascent
and maintained communications with mission control at all times during the mission. See a basic schematic of the
system below in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. PSA High Level Schematic.

A. The Structural Design of the PSA
The PSA was structurally designed to be a robust
structure for handling parachute deployment and
landing loads without unnecessary harm to the pilot or
equipment while creating as compact a system as
possible that is aerodynamically stable in freefall.
Wind tunnel testing was performed early in the
program and one of the main conclusions was that the
alignment between the life support chest pack which
we called the Equipment Module or EM and the
pressure suit was critical. This drove the team to
integrate the structure of the EM with that of the suit.
Combining the two structures allowed us to keep a
fixed orientation between the helmet bubble of the suit
and lower portions of the suit without incorporating a
bulky helmet wedge and most importantly structurally
supported the suit so the parachute loads could be
accommodated. This was a welcome advancement.
The result of this update was a central frame that held
the equipment module on one side and the suit seal
closures on the other, presumably this shared central
structuring also saved considerable weight. See an
Figure 4. The Central Frame of the PSA Holding the image of the central shared frame in Figure 4.
Body Seal Closure and Helmet Seal Closure. The
Once designed the system was tested using both
Frame aligned the two seal closures and created a hard static testing and drop testing. For the static tests the
structure to mount the equipment module to.
parachute harness was strapped to a dummy which was
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loaded to a mass 1.5 times the weight of the system, this verified the structure was capable of holding the system
during ascent. To ensure the system could handle the load of a parachute deployment the frame was analyzed to a
safety factor of 1.5 at a worst case loading of 5g’s for a reserve parachute deployment. See in Figure 5 a snapshot
from the analysis showing deflections of compoennts in one of the analyses.

Figure 5. Example Analysis Output for Structural Frame of the Pressure Suit Assembly Main Frame
After
analyses
the
components of the central
frame were built and drop
tested to 2X the expeceted
worst case load. Figure 6
shows a dummy outfitted with
our central frame which was
hoisted into the air and
dropped then caught by load
straps emulating parachute
risers to simualte a worst-case
severe parachute deployment.
After the test the structural
elements were inspected to
verify no components had
yielded.

Figure 6. Structural Drop Test Assembly
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IV. Pressure Suit Assembly ECLSS Development and Design
A. Initial Breathing Gas Architecture Options
Very early in the program a decision on basic architecture for the system needed to be made. The team assessed
three different architectures:
1. Flow-through style
This was the originally proposed suit style. This assumes that breathing gas will flow through the suit at a high
enough rate to clear carbon dioxide and moisture (~4 to 6 CFM). The gas flowing through the suit would be
dumped overboard. This mimics the operation of recirculating systems but dumps the flow overboard rather
than scrubbing and reusing it. This style of suit system is commonly used in a laboratory environment to test
suits being fed breathing gas from an umbilical.
2. Demand Regulated
This is most similar to SCUBA systems where breathing gas is supplied on-demand. When the pilot takes a
breath the system provides breathing gas, the gas is not constantly flowing. This is the basic operating principle
of the NASA Advanced Crew Escape Suit (ACES) suit used by shuttle astronauts for Launch Entry and Abort
(LEA)
3. Recirculating
Recirculating suits run a constantly cycling stream of gas through the suit and then through an air revitalization
system to remove carbon dioxide, water vapor and other impurities. This type of suit only consumes the amount
of breathing gas converted by the pilot in the metabolic process and the gas lost to leaks. While requiring little
breathing gas recirculating suits require the extra equipment needed to purify the gas stream. The current U.S.
Extra Vehicular Activity (EVA) suits used outside the international space station employ this type of
architecture.
B. Gaseous Vs. Liquid Oxygen
In order to make an architecture selection a brief industry study looking into the potential use of liquid oxygen
needed to be performed. During this study it was found that great potential mass and volume reductions could be
achieved by using liquid oxygen but unfortunately Liquid OXygen (LOX) systems were not logistically feasible for
our system, mostly because the units were orientation specific meaning they would only work if right side up which
we could not guarantee for our mission.
C. The Breathing Gas Architecture Decision
With the options laid out an oxygen analysis was performed looking at the total consumption of each
architecture. From the study it was shown, not surprisingly, that although the least complex of the options, a flowthrough style system consumes not only the most oxygen of the three options but so much that our goal of keeping
all life support equipment with the pilot in accordance with his vision would not be feasible. Between the other
architectures it looked as though a demand regulated system could be feasible with gaseous oxygen all strapped to
the pilot while a recirculating system was unattractive based on the size, weight and complexity of the existing
systems like the Extravehicular Mobility Unit (EMU) Portable Life Support System (PLSS). The decision was
officially made after a trade study scored the demand system the highest.

D. The Overall Life Support Architecture
The life support system for the StratEx suit was ultimately chosen to be a demand regulated oxygen system
combined with a water-based liquid thermal system. The liquid thermal system is capable of cooling the pilot on the
ground and heating while in flight. The final component of the life support system is an avionics system providing
sensing for critical components and the control logic for the thermal system. The thermal system interacted with the
fluid system via two redundant heat exchangers where the oxygen was heated to near the water system temperatures
(anywhere from 35 to 110 degrees depending on environmental temperatures). See Figure 7 for the major
components of the life support system and the flow of life support fluids and avionics signals through the system.
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Figure 7. Life Support Components.

E. The Specifics of the Oxygen System
The pressure suit system oxygen architecture was based on the heritage architecture of the Air Force Pilot's
Protective Assembly (PPA) and NASA Advanced Crew Escape Suit (ACES) used by shuttle astronauts. The StratEx
ECLSS oxygen flow and pressure systems have the same features and in most cases the same components that were
used in these heritage systems. The oxygen flow system used some of the same components (demand regulator and
exhalation valves) as those systems except that the ACES uses a single demand regulator rather than a dual
regulator. The StratEx ECLSS is more like the ACES system in that it incorporated a neck dam and a larger helmet
volume rather than the face seal and smaller oral/nasal cavity of the PPA. Unlike ACES or PPA, the StratEx ECLSS
also included a respiration mask to minimize the risk of fogging and encourage carbon dioxide washout. To
maintain pressure, the Environmental Control and Life Support Systems (ECLSS) pressure system used the same
dual suit controller as used in both the PPA and ACES systems, and had a pressure relief valve similar to the ACES
system.
Oxygen tank sizing was determined by three failure scenarios: Oxygen Loop Failure, Critical Leak, and
Unconscious Pilot. In all scenarios some worst case assumptions were made like slow ascent rates and long ground
response times.
 Oxygen Loop Failure
•Loss of tank occurs 5 minutes prior to end of loiter
•The tanks are not equally utilized, and the remaining tank already provided 57% of the oxygen
required for a nominal scenario
•After the failure, the remaining tank must have enough oxygen to complete the loiter (readiness
for jump) and return to ground
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•The metabolic or minute volume scenario after the loss of tank occurs follows the emergency
scenario (high metabolic rate for 5 minutes at loiter altitude prior to jump)
 Critical Leak
•Suit leak develops 5 minutes prior to end of loiter
•Both tanks available providing the oxygen required for a nominal scenario until 5 minutes before
the end of loiter
•Leak fed until the suit is depressurized after main parafoil deployment (assume depressurization
happens 3 minutes after parafoil deployment)
•The metabolic or minute volume scenario after the loss of tank occurs follows the emergency
scenario (high metabolic rate for 5 minutes at loiter altitude prior to jump)
 Unconscious Pilot
•Pilot becomes unconscious at the end of loiter
•An event happens 15 minutes prior to the end of loiter causing a high metabolic rate for those 15
minutes prior to unconsciousness
•Metabolic cool-down causes the pilots rate to be medium for 15 minutes after unconsciousness
and then low for the remainder of the scenario
•Both tanks are available throughout the scenario
•The suit is not depressurized, and the oxygen must be adequate to supply the unconscious pilot for
30 minutes after landing

Figure 8: Oxygen Sizing Analysis Details
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Oxygen use was calculated based on suit pressure (which changed with elevation), suit temperature (which was
assumed to be constant), and pilot metabolic rate and therefore breathing rate (which changed with work levels and
operational phase). During low work levels and calm phases of the operation such as the altitude chamber testing,
the pilot held a breathing minute volume of about 22 L/min. Actual usage during flights was very close to the
predicted usage—about 90% of what was predicted.
Oxygen tanks chosen were off-the-shelf Luxfer aerospace composite cylinders which were modified to oxygen
cylinders with a cleaning process and an adapter to connect the tank to the primary oxygen regulator. Oxygen tanks
held about 6.90 lbm usable oxygen: total of ~9% margin including 0.42 lbm loss due to pre-launch testing, and were
7.2 inch diameter and 19.3 inch length.

F. The Specifics of the Thermal System
The thermal system for the StratEx suit was comprised of six major components not including the plumbing and
bracketry. The six components that made up the fluid loop were:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

A cartridge heater
A heater controller with a temperature measuring device
A fluid pump and pump motor
An accumulator
A differential pressure sensor
An absolute pressure sensor

The cartridge heater was responsible for heating the water based fluid that cooled the pilot on the ground and
heated the pilot in the air. The heater sizing was based on a thermal study. The results of the power requirements
study can be seen below in Figure 9. From this study a total heater power of 90 Watts was required. The system
chosen was capable of outputting a steady 136 Watts before the batteries reach their self-heating limit which met the
power requirement. Additionally the system could provide 254.5 Watts in short periods limited by the cartridge
heater and 415 Watts before the batteries internal fuses would blow. This system provided acceptable margin for the
life support. This analysis proved to be adequate if not conservative as very conservative thermal chamber testing
showed that even the highest heater power usage was still below the system’s allowed limits.

Figure 9. Heater Power Required at Time during the Flight
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The heater controller was responsible for controlling the fluid temperature. A PID controller was used which could
control the cartridge heater power based on current fluid system fluid temperatures read from a thermocouple and a
set point temperature which could be controlled by either the pilot or mission control. See below in Figure 10 a
schematic of the controller circuit.

Figure 10. Controller Circuit for the Heater Controller
The pump was responsible for moving fluid through the Liquid Thermal Garment (LTG) and through all the
system components. Based on thermal analyses and system testing at the component level the pump could flow at up
to 3.2 l/min with an average pressure drop of 15 psi (depending on pilot orientation and system configuration the
pressure drop could be anywhere from 7 to 45 psi).
Prompted by concerns that the pump may overheat in a vacuum environment, a bell jar test was performed
examining the performance in a vacuum through for about 16 hours, which was believed to be the longest period the
pump may run, with substantial margin,. See in Figure 11 the results of the study.
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Figure 11. Pump Thermal Performance in a Vacuum
The system accumulator was responsible for accepting volumetric changes in the fluid system, the most likely
source is a leak which would cause the fluid volume to shrink. The accumulator was an off-the-shelf diaphragm
style accumulator that plumbed into the system downstream of the fluid pump.
The system sensed both differential and absolute system pressure. The two values provided the required
redundancy to know the required system status. Because a failed pump could result in the water system freezing and
potentially cracking the heat exchangers which are linked to the oxygen system, a mission could not continue
without an indication fluid was flowing. The pump on/off status was also directly monitored through the avionics
system.

V. Development and Design of the Equipment Module
The Equipment Module (EM) was designed to provide thermal fluid at a regulated temperature, breathing
oxygen at a regulated pressure and temperature and communications to the pressure suit and pilot. See a simple
schematic in Figure 12 showing what the major connections to the Pressure Suit Assembly are and the major
components in the EM. The EM is everything inside the checkered box to the right. See that the EM provides
heated oxygen, heated fluid, and avionics to the pressure suit.
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Figure 12. Equipment Module Components
The details of the pressure and oxygen systems are described in the life support description in section IV. The
equipment module was responsible for providing gaseous oxygen to the pressure suit. There were three pressures of
oxygen at various parts of the oxygen process, the first is the pressure of the oxygen while in the tanks which occurs
in the equipment module. The tanks were regulated down to a mid-pressure by the oxygen tank regulators, the
oxygen in the plumbing in the equipment module is at that mid pressure. The final reduction of pressure to that of
the suit, or just above in the helmet region, happens inside the pressure suit.
The equipment module was mounted onto two main structural struts running from the waist ring of the suit to the
helmet ring. A main plate holding all the major components of the system was mounted to those struts.
A. The Avionics System
The avionics system was responsible for providing power to the heater system, managing all sensor values,
communicating data to and from the ground, and transmitting and receiving voice signals to and from the ground.
The power for the avionics system was provided by 4 battery packs each made up of 7 D cell size high capacity
primary batteries. Each pack had an operating voltage of 25.9 volts (7 batteries wired in series, where each battery is
3.7 volts). The batteries had a nominal amperage rating of 1.8 amps, with 4 packs in parallel the system could
produce 7.2 amps. The rating however was based on a battery self-heating limit. The batteries in our system
however were thermally connected to our heat exchangers providing a semi-active thermal control; because the
primary power draw in our system was the heater, and the heater only worked hard when the environment was cold
more cooling power was available when the batteries were running hotter. This thermal control for the batteries
allowed us to use them at an amperage above their self-heating limit. Ultimately the batteries could provide up to 5
12
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amps per pack or 20 amps total before the fuses would blow, which was the only actual limit to the amperage of the
power system.
The main power output was transferred through a terminal strip to a Data Acquisition Board (DAB) which
monitored the voltage, current and which packs were active (nominally all packs are active). The DAB contained the
logic to convert all signals to a serial stream that was transmitted to the ground via a long-distance radio modem.
The DAB could also receive a serial stream transmitted from mission control which could be interpreted and would
result in actions like firing pyrotechnic cutters that would release the pilot, or a change to the heater systems set
point temperature.
The avionics system dealt with pilot voice communication as well as data communication. The voice
communication system used two off-the-shelf hand-held radios mounted inside the equipment module. The radios
were slightly modified to include charging ports and were outfitted with custom designed and built connection hubs
that allowed the primary radio to be keyed by a pilot toggle switch located at the top of the equipment module. The
radios also used this custom hub to allow for them to ultimately be connected to speakers inside the pilot’s helmet
and a microphone inside the pilot’s facemask. Lastly a signal through the custom hub allowed mission control to
change from the primary push to talk radio to the secondary voice activated radio.
Finally the avionics system was responsible for operating the temperature control for the fluid system. This
system is described in section IV.

VI. The Pressure Suit
The pressure suit is not the focus of this paper but is
described in the context of how it links together with the
other main pieces of the Pressure Suit Assembly. The
pressure suit itself is sandwiched between the equipment
module and the parachute pack. The pressure suit houses
the pilot, several pieces of the life support system and is
part of the structural load path during a parachute
deployment. The equipment module and pressure suit were
ultimately an integrated unit, physically attached and
supporting one another and very difficult to separate. The
equipment module remained with the top half of the suit
when the lower torso assembly was not on the suit. See the
Suit Upper Assembly (SUA) in Figure 13 where the
equipment module is attached to the pressure suit top half.
Several of the critical life support components were
housed inside the pressure suit as seen below in Figure 14.
The pressure controller responsible for maintaining suit
pressure is mounted at the hip of the pressure suit on the
upper half. The dual helmet regulators controlling the
pressure in the helmet region of the suit and providing
demand regulated breathing oxygen are mounted to the
helmet ring in the pressure suit. The pilot helmet assembly
includes a facemask directing the pilot’s exhaled air to the
region beneath the neck dam in the suit. The facemask has
a one-way flapper valve that allows the pilot to breath in
unrestricted while forcing exhaled air down through an
exhalation valve that maintains the pressure differential
between the region above and below the neck dam. An
anti-suffocation valve allows air from beneath the neck
Figure 13. The Suit Upper Assembly. This is the dam back up into the helmet region if a low pressure is
equipment module attached to the upper half of the created in the helmet region. The pilot inside the suit is
wearing a liquid thermal garment where the thermally
pressure suit.
controlled thermal system fluid runs around their body.
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Figure 14. Life Support Components inside the Pressure Suit

VII. The Parachute System
The parachute system is not the focus of this paper, but is described in the context of how it integrates with the
Pressure Suit Assembly. The parachute system is based on the United Parachute Technologies Sigma tandem
system. The Sigma system is the most widely used tandem parachute system in the world and provides the basic
functions needed for our flight including the structure for a stabilization drogue parachute and load ratings
corresponding to the total weight of our system (a tandem skydiving instructor / student pair can weigh up to 500 lbs
while the StratEx system weighed about 430 lbs including the pilot). The parachute system delivered the highest
loads encountered through the mission via parachute risers coming from the parachute lines during a parachute
deployment. Those parachute risers transfer the opening loads into D-rings at the shoulder of the parachute pack
where load sharing straps, as can be seen in Figure 15, split the load between the parachute harness holding the
pressure suit and pilot and the structural metal frame of the equipment module which takes the decelerating load of
the equipment module and all its equipment.
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Figure 15. Attachment Structure for the Parachute Risers

This allows the force load during the
opening to be split between the
equipment module frame and the suit
where the suit holds the pilot and the
Equipment Module frame holds the
equipment module equipment. The
force load during freefall under the
stabilization drogue runs through
transfer webs from the drogue
attachment at the back of the neck to
the leg loops of the suit. See in Figure
16 the straps converge in a 6-way star
pattern where the vertical leg is the
main lift web transferring hanging
loads under parachute and parachute
deployment loads, the two lower legs
go to the leg loop that hold the suit
weight during parachute deployment
and hanging under parachute, the
forward leg goes to the belly-band
keeping the pack tight to the pilot, the
rear leg goes to the pack securing the
base of the pack tightly to the pilot and
the angled leg is the transfer web
taking the drogue load during freefall.

Figure 16. Load Web Configuration at the Pilot Hip
The pilot was suspended during ascent from the parachute pack. In order to accommodate an exact hang angle of
45 degrees a three-point attachment was used. See in Figure 17 the pilot hangs from three points, one behind each
shoulder and one at the lower back.
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Figure 17. Pilot Ascent Hanging Configuration
The parachute pack functioned as an aerodynamic decelerator system as well as a load distribution system for the
system and the structure from which the pilot hung durign ascent. The system functioned incredibly well without
any malfunctions or unexpected behaviour during any of the manned missions.

VIII. Testing Sequence
Prior to manned balloon flights the PSA was tested as a collected unit where it was subjected to a variety of tests
to ensure that all systems would perform as expected in the harsh and varying conditions of the mission profile, as
well as to demonstrate that the pilot could safely land the 250 lbm assembly. These tests included pressure profile,
temperature profile and airplane jump tests. Additionally, some of the parachute systems were also exercised in
unmanned balloon flights where an iron dummy was used in place of the pressure suit and equipment module.
Traditionally an aerospace program such as StratEx would conduct testing in a thermal vacuum chamber to
simultaneously apply the requisite pressure and temperature conditions. However, man-rated chambers are few in
number, are difficult to schedule and can be very expensive. Considering the extensive hardware development
required for StratEx and the likelihood that tests will need to be repeated, a programmatic decision was made to
perform thermal and pressure profile tests separately. Paragon already had an altitude chamber suitable for
unmanned testing and a facility for manned testing was readily available at Arizona State University. To carry out
cold thermal testing Paragon constructed a 12 foot cubical chamber from refrigerator panels that was cooled by
injecting liquid nitrogen.
The goal of the environmental tests was to replicate the conditions expected during the StratEx mission. It was
assumed that the balloon would rise at a rate of 1000 ft/min and that the atmospheric conditions would be similar to
the 1976 US Standard Atmosphere. A short time at float altitude of 135,000 ft was included followed by release
from the balloon. Descent under drogue was governed by gravity and aerodynamic drag until parachute deployment
at approximately 18,000 ft above sea level, after which the descent rate was assumed to be 1000 ft/min. The
resulting altitude, temperature and pressure profiles are shown in Figure 18.
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Figure 18. StratEx ascent (left) and descent altitude, temperature and pressure profiles.
Unmanned pressure profile testing was the first test conducted in Paragon’s ECLSS Human-Rating Facility
(EHF). The test objectives were as follows:





Demonstrate that the PSA controls suit pressure as expected during low ambient pressures
Serve as a hot thermal stressing case for the PSA
Demonstrate that opening the purge valve does not cause any unexpected suit operation
Demonstrate that the Dual Suit Controller (DSC) aneroid can prevent the suit pressure from dropping below
3.3 psia
 Verify that the Dual Helmet Regulator (DHR) will free flow when the suit pressure drops to 3.00 psia
 Demonstrate the ability of the DHR to feed a leak from a 0.25 inch diameter hole
Accomplishing these objectives required multiple test runs. Because the suit was unmanned, a plug with a small
through hole was placed in the neck dam to keep the helmet bubble volume separated from the suit body. In the first
test the ability of the DSC to keep the suit pressure at no less than 3.3 psia was demonstrated. The DSC dial-to-test
knob was not engaged so at ambient conditions the suit was deflated. As the chamber pressure dropped below 3.3
psia, the DSC aneroid closed and suit began to inflate, maintaining a pressure inside the suit of 3.3 psia.
The next test evaluated the ability of the DHR to feed a leak. A 0.25 inch diameter leak was simulated by
replacing the suit glove with a special end fitting which was connected to a hose that ran outside the test chamber to
a valve and then back into the chamber. When the chamber conditions reached its maximum altitude
(approximately 110,000 ft), the valve was opened. This caused the suit to depressurize until it reached 3.0 psia at
which point the DHR opened to feed the leak. A descent profile was then conducted to simulate an abort with a suit
leak.
The final test was a full mission profile that included a test of the purge valve. This test also evaluated the
relative oxygen usage between the redundant tanks and served as a hot stressing case. The lack of convective
cooling and a room temperature environment made for a hot stressing case. Multiple thermal cycles were also
included by increasing the temperature set point for the LTG loop. Thermocouples were placed on the EM batteries,
the voice comm radios, the avionics box (lid and internal volume), data acquisition board and one of the oxygen
tanks. The purge valve was activated in a manner similar to the test simulating the suit leak, with a line from the
purge valve outlet going to a valve outside the test chamber and then back in. The full mission profile test was
successfully completed without incident. The DHR was able to maintain suit pressure with the purge valve open
and all measured component temperatures stayed below their upper limits. The DHR was fed rather evenly by both
oxygen tanks.
The unmanned pressure profile tests demonstrated the functionality of the PSA and substantially reduced safety
risks for the subsequent thermal and manned pressure profile tests. The manned pressure profile test was performed
at the Del E. Webb Foundation High Altitude Chamber at Arizona State University. The key objectives of the test
included:
 Demonstrating the effectiveness of the pre-breathe protocol
 Demonstrating that the pilot can withstand the pressure environment within the suit over the entire
mission pressure profile
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 Demonstrating the functionality of the PSA with the pilot in a reduced pressure environment
 Evaluating oxygen consumption
 Having the pilot experience the effects of opening the purge valve at low ambient pressures.
All of these objectives were successfully met in one test run.
Cold thermal testing was performed in a specially built thermal chamber. The pilot and PSA were suspended in
the chamber and liquid nitrogen was injected to reduce the ambient temperature. The temperature was controlled
based on predictions of the suit surface temperature and the 1976 US Standard Atmosphere. The descent was
simulated by turning on large fans placed in front of the pilot to increase convective heat transfer. Because this test
was done at ambient pressures, convective effects were far greater than the actual mission, making this an extreme
test.
A total of five test runs in three separate sessions was required to complete all test objectives. The first set of test
runs demonstrated the need for additional insulation on the voice radios. Additional thermal protection for the hands
was required, but a wet suit worn by the pilot was found to be overkill and was subsequently removed from future
tests. Also, the test demonstrated that the PSA had sufficient battery power to keep the pilot’s core temperature
warm enough over the entire mission.
A second round of thermal testing was aborted when suit pressures began to rise due to freezing within the DSC.
A design change was made to add a larger knob on the DSC to make it easier for the pilot to depressurize the suit.
However, this knob acted as a convective fin to reduce the temperatures inside of the DSC causing it to freeze up.
Later human factors testing showed that that pilot could still not effectively use the new knob to depressurize the
suit. Therefore a separate depress valve was added and the DSC was covered with insulation.
A final test was conducted without incident. All systems operated as expected and no low temperature limits
were exceeded. The PSA was considered qualified for the mission temperature conditions.
As mentioned above, unmanned tests using an iron dummy assembly in place of the PSA were conducted.
These tests demonstrated the functionality of the Stiff Anti-Entanglement Bridle Ejecting Rod (SAEBER) and
Automatic Actuation Device (AAD). Thermocouples placed on some of the other avionics components showed that
the ground tests had fully enveloped the thermal environment.
The last major set of tests conducted was a series airplane jump tests. These tests were done to give the pilot
experience flying the PSA under drogue, deploying and flying the parachute and landing the PSA. The pilot had to
demonstrate the ability to perform all actions and to control spinning and maintain a heading. Safety divers also
jumped along with the pilot and in some cases these divers had to pull the parachute cord. To get the pilot and PSA
safely out of the aircraft, in-line skate wheels were added to the EM aeroshell allowing the safety divers to push the
PSA.
A total of five airplane jumps were conducted. Cameras on the safety divers were used to evaluate how the
pilot’s actions affected the direction of spin. One key result was that control inputs were the exact opposite of what
is typically experienced by sky divers. Minor changes were made to the pull handle retention system to make it
easier for the pilot to pull the handles. Perhaps the most significant finding was that the pilot was unable to execute
a graceful landing, with significant tumbling occurring almost every time. However, despite the harsh landings, the
suit proved to be very durable with only minor repairs needed and no damage to the integrity of the pressure suit.
With the temperature and pressure profiles completed and the pilot demonstrating the ability to perform all
actions needed for the descent phase, the StratEx program moved on to manned balloon flights.

IX. Human Factors, Airplane Jumping and Unmanned Testing
The PSA system was operated by a pilot, Alan Eustace. In development and training the PSA system was used in
over 100 hours of pressurized training and experimentation by both the pilot Alan Eustace and F.A. Jared Leidich
who also fit in the pressure suit. The development of the PSA as a system relied heavily on this testing as well as
unmanned testing from airplanes and high altitude balloons with anthropomorphic dummies.
A. Human Factors and Experimental Work
The Pressure Suit Assembly was used in 48 suit sessions throughout the program. Most of those sessions were
human factors, equipment check and suit experimentation work. Find in Table 1 a complete list of each suit session
and some details about that session. The chronology of the events below is approximate.
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Table 1. Suited Exercises for the StratEx program
Pressurized
Name of Session Pilot
time (hrs.)
Suit Type
Launch
Entry and
Exploratory
Alan
Abort Isession
Eustace
0.5 suit
Launch
Suit Demo and
Entry and
Measuring
Jared
Abort ISession
Leidich
0.5 suit
LEA w/
StratEx
wind
Wind tunnel
Alan
tunnel
Testing
Eustace
2.5 system
Launch
Jared
Entry and
Mobility testing
Leidich
2 Abort
Mobility
Space
suspensions
Jared
Dive, no
testing
Leidich
4 PLSS
Space
Mobility and
Jared
Dive, no
equipment check Leidich
1.5 PLSS
Space
Mobility and
Jared
Dive, no
equipment check Leidich
1 PLSS
Alan
StratEx
PVU testing
Eustace
1 PVU
Mobility at
Space
changing
Jared
Dive, no
pressures
Leidich
3.5 PLSS
Hang orientation Alan
StratEx
testing
Eustace
4.5 PVU
StratEx
Fit check, hang
Jared
suit, no
test
Leidich
1 PLSS
Alan
StratEx
PDAT
Eustace
1.5 suit
Pure O2
operations
testing

Jared
Leidich

Equipment check
Manned System
Checkout
Manned Thermal
1.1

Jared
Leidich
Alan
Eustace
Alan
Eustace

2.5

1
1
3

StratEx
suit

StratEx
suit
StratEx
suit
StratEx
suit

Suit
Pressure

Description of activity

3.5

Exploratory session

3.5

Mobility and measurements.

3.5

Wind tunnel testing in LEA suit

3.5

Mobility, human factors, parachute fit
checks and valve access

3.5

Mobility, suspension

3.5

Mobility, equipment check and
suspension

3.5
3.5
ILC
Dover
Houston
3.5
ILC
Dover
Houston

Mobility, equipment check, fit check
Verifying the pilot fits adequately in the
StratEx suit
Mobility under different pressures,
suspension tests, facemask and neck dam
testing, helmet testing
Investigating the hang time limits for the
pilot in different orientations

3.5

Fit check with structural attach points,
additional hang testing
Pre delivery acceptance testing, checkout of suit component
Pure O2 operations, fully isolated,
communications system test with
changing Voice Activation levels.
Emergency egress training.
Pure O2 operations, Ground supported
oxygen and PLSS operation. Emergency
procedures, anti-suffocation valve
breathing, purge valve breathing. Pilot
depressurize without assistance, removing
the helmet without assistance. Valve
actuation (human factors)
First time using the suit with on-board
breathing gas

5.4

Thermal testing in the cold chamber

3.5

3.5
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Name of Session
Manned Thermal
1.2
Manned airplane
jumping 1.0
Manned thermal
2.1
Manned thermal
2.2
training exercise

Pilot
Alan
Eustace
Alan
Eustace
Alan
Eustace
Alan
Eustace
Alan
Eustace

Human factors
Manned vacuum
testing
Manned thermal
3.1

Jared
Leidich
Alan
Eustace
Alan
Eustace
Alan
Eustace

Human factors
work
Human factors
2.1
Human factors
2.2

Jared
Leidich
Alan
Eustace
Alan
Eustace

Communications
equipment check
Donning and
Doffing work

Jared
Leidich
Jared
Leidich

Donning and
Doffing work
Airplane Jump
Test 2.1
Airplane jump
abort / training
session
Airplane Jump
Test 2.2
Airplane jump
training session
Airplane Jump
Test 3.1
Airplane Jump
Test 3.2
Spin and
Skydive training

Jared
Leidich
Alan
Eustace

Equipment check

Alan
Eustace
Alan
Eustace
Alan
Eustace
Alan
Eustace
Alan
Eustace
Alan
Eustace

Pressurized
time (hrs.)
1.5
1.5
1.75
4
5

6.25
2
5
4

1
2
4

3
0

1
2

1.5
1.5
1
1
1.5
1.5

Suit Type
StratEx
suit
StratEx
suit
StratEx
suit
StratEx
suit
StratEx
suit
StratEx
suit
StratEx
suit
StratEx
suit
StratEx
suit
StratEx
suit
StratEx
suit
StratEx
suit

StratEx
suit
StratEx
suit
StratEx
suit
StratEx
suit
StratEx
suit
StratEx
suit
StratEx
suit
StratEx
suit
StratEx
suit
StratEx
suit

Suit
Pressure

Description of activity

5.4

Thermal testing in the cold chamber

5.4

Airplane jump in pressurized suit

5.4

Thermal testing in the cold chamber

5.4

5.4

Thermal testing in the cold chamber
Training exercises actuating suit
functions
Pure O2 operation, communication
testing, suspended from crane, 6.25 hours
continuous pressurized time

5.4

Human factors training and testing

5.4

Vacuum chamber testing

5.4

5.4

Thermal testing in the cold chamber
Human Factors evaluation of new thermal
mitts and suspension process for suit
hanging

5.4

Human factors training and testing

5.4

5.4

Human factors training and testing
Pressurized operations training and
communications testing. Actuating all the
communications controls and working
through procedures involving the comm
equipment.
Donning procedures into the Suit Upper
Assembly
Evaluation of pilot depressurization. Pilot
self-pressurization. Human factors,
ground donning

5.4

Airplane jump in pressurized suit

5.4

Training session for flight control and
stability

5.4

5.4
5.4

5.4
5.4

Airplane jump in pressurized suit
Training session for flight control and
stability

5.4

Airplane jump in pressurized suit

5.4

Airplane jump in pressurized suit

5.4

Flight control training
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Name of Session

Pilot

Equipment
check, human
factors

Jared
Leidich

Operational
check, spin
training
Manned Jump 1

Operational
check, spin
training

Jared
Leidich
Alan
Eustace

Manned Jump 2

Jared
Leidich
Alan
Eustace

Manned jump 3
attempt 1

Alan
Eustace

Equipment check
Manned jump 3
Final

Jared
Leidich
Alan
Eustace

Pressurized
time (hrs.)

3.5

1.5
3.5

Suit Type

StratEx
suit

StratEx
suit
StratEx
suit

4

StratEx
suit
StratEx
suit

4.5

StratEx
suit

1.5

2
5.5

StratEx
suit
StratEx
suit

Suit
Pressure

5.4

Description of activity
Pressurized operations training and
communications testing. Actuating all the
communications controls and working
through procedures involving the comm
equipment.
Spin and disorientation training, 7
disorientation sessions. Sessions included
being spun up in the suit both directions,
once at ~60 RPM, again up to ~100 to 120
RPM for between 15 and 30 seconds.
Potato chipping training to the highest
amplitude possible. One session of potato
chipping plus spinning, one session of
random rocking.
Roswell New Mexico, Flight to 56,870
feet above sea level
Integration checks of new altimeter
mount, natural frequency testing of the
suit from suspension point by swinging
the suit for 40 seconds. Integration check
of block-out foam on launch sedan
Roswell New Mexico, Flight to 105,689
feet
Flight attempt. Pilot suited up. Hold for
balloon malfunction, hold for weather
then abort
Final fit check of all equipment with
pressurized suit. Camera placement work.
Parachute integration and training.

5.4

Final record flight to over 136,000 feet

5.4

5.4
5.4

5.4
5.4

5.4
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X. Manned Flights
The PSA system was used in stratospheric flight three times in rapid succession in the month of October 2014.
All three of the flights entered the stratosphere and flew successfully with no substantial issues.

A. Manned Flight One
The first manned flight was to an altitude of 57,000 feet. The flight was
executed successfully with no major issues in the Pressure Suit Assembly.
The most substantial update required after this flight was the addition of an
altimeter to the pilot display panel which was implemented in a matter of a
few days. See in Figure 19 a view over the pilots arm during the flight. This
view is looking from the pilot’s right thigh up his side. In this flight the pilot
was supported by the life support system for about one hour of ascent prior
to executing the freefall back to earth.
B. Manned Flight Two
The second manned flight was to an altitude of 106,000 feet. This was
the third highest a person has ascended by balloon. The freefall was the
highest drogue stabilized freefall of all time. This flight went remarkably
smoothly, no updates to the system were required between this flight and the
final flight. The pilot was supported by the PSA in flight for about one hour
and 45 minutes during ascent prior to beginning the descent. See in Figure
20 a picture from the footage taken just prior to the second flight, the pilot is
ready to take flight on the launch pad.

Figure 19. Looking over the
Pilot’s Right Arm in Flight 1
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Figure 20. Pilot Prior to Launch on Manned Flight 2

C. Manned Flight Three
The third manned flight took place on October 24, 2014 and reached an altitude of 136,000 feet. This flight was
the highest a person has ever ascended by balloon and the longest and highest freefall of any type of all time. The
pilot Alan Eustace spent an unprecedented amount of time in the stratosphere, exposed for almost two hours in a
place experienced for only minutes prior to this flight. No issues were noted with the pressure suit assembly in this
flight. See in Figure 21 a view from the pilot’s helmet just prior to release at 136,000 feet.

Figure 21. Pilot Helmet Just Prior to Release at 136,000 Feet
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XI. Conclusion
Through the span of the StratEx project the Pressure Suit Assembly was conceived, developed, tested and flew in
three stratospheric flights where two of those flights broke national and world records for human ascent and freefall.
The invention of the StratEx PSA can hopefully enable future exploration of this unique region of the Earth’s
atmosphere and inspire the next generation of explorers to go further and longer.
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